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**Synopsis**

In 1987, Tom and Ray Magliozzi, also known as Click and Clack, the Tappet Brothers, made the leap from nursing the motley car population of New England to creating the nationally beloved public radio phenomenon that we all know as Car Talk. The advice may be a little suspect, and the memories in desperate need of a tune-up, but the laughs are genuine as Click and Clack look back on an illustrious-if not industrious-25 years of delighting NPR audiences with their wit, wisdom, and occasionally relevant musings on the maintenance of cars. Lovingly compiled by the long-suffering lackeys at Car Talk Plaza, this collection represents the most memorable, most hilarious moments from the show’s vast archives.
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**Customer Reviews**

These CD's are clips from many of the past shows. Some are so funny, I had tears running down my face! It is a mix of radio call in's, newsy items, and just the wonderful banter of "Click and Clack". It is such a pleasure to listen to such quick-witted replies.

My husband and I love to listen to these guys when we go on road trips, they are so funny. This was really good. We're sorry Tommy is gone, but hope they will take previous shows and put them on CD to listen to.

Even if you aren't a car person (and I am not! Know nothing about them!), you will love Car Talk.
The Tappet brothers are so funny as they respond to calls about cars which always lead to hilarious conversations about relationships and life in general. This is an excellent program! It is smart, warm and so funny! No wonder it was on NPR for so many years! You will laugh out loud!

My Dad loves this show! He has a lot of business trips this summer so I wanted to get him something practical, applicable, & entertaining! ... perfect fit. =DI haven’t heard the CD myself, yet, but I grew up hearing it a bit, & with my Dad’s car-impersonations. =DPerfect gift for a fun engineer hard at work.

I DON’T KNOW IF IT’S THE MATERIAL OR JUST THE PERSONALITIES OF THESE TWO BROTHERS BUT MY HUSBAND WHO RARELY LAUGHS OUTLOUD, CRACKS UP WHEN THESE GUYS START THEIR SPIELS.

we certainly do enjoy Click and Clack...The Tappett Brothers....we have to be mindful we are driving a car, because they entertain us so much with their antics...don't miss them if you have a chance to listen to them on NPR!! We have at least 4 of their cd’s now and love taking a ride just to listen to them.

I found it very interesting to read recently that "Car Talk" is both NPRs most loved AND most hated program. People either love it or hate it; no middle ground. So this collection to someone like myself who loves the show it is heaven; to someone who hates the show? ??? The title says it all and requires no elaboration.

More great laughs! You won't be sorry you bought this. Throw this baby in your car’s CD player on your way to work and you’re guaranteed to walk in with a grin on your face. Just wish it was longer.
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